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The protest was fake but the gesture was timely.

So busy was the Cleveland Orchestra last week, the players of Haydn's "Farewell" Symphony who walked off stage

Friday morning at Severance Hall might have been commenting on their own schedules, not those of its original

performers in 1772.

For their programs were far from the only musical attraction last week. While they appeared with artist-in-residence

Ton Koopman, others among their ranks rounded out the bountiful, enlightening week with "California Masterworks"

at the Cleveland Museum of Art.

The contrast was as great as the performances. On one side of East Blvd.: obscure and lesser-known works by

Mozart, Haydn and Fischer. On the other: major works from 20th-century America, and a world premiere.

Start with the elder selections. Koopman's program, the first of two this month, was an unmitigated delight, a trove

of treats from 18th-century Europe whose evening version included Mozart's Symphony No. 17 and Rebel's Overture

to "Les Elemens."

Mozart's Symphony No. 1 received a charming, wiry account true to the young composer's gifts. Haydn's "Farewell,"

meanwhile, enjoyed a forceful reading notable not only for its humorous conclusion but also its lean, poignant slow

movement.

The highlight, however, was Fischer's Symphony for Eight Obbligato Timpani, a brief but effective work that

essentially amounts to an early concerto for kettledrums. Principal timpanist Paul Yancich gave a lucid, robust

performance, meeting technical demands with aplomb and offering a welcome display of his instrument's melodic

potential.

Sounds even more unusual were the norm at "California Masterworks," a two-concert event on the museum's Viva!

& Gala Performing Arts Series featuring modern icons and exploring links between music and visual art. There,

between Wednesday and Friday, listeners encountered six works once on the very cutting edge, ground-breaking

experiments in style, technique and concept.

Program One was markedly stronger. Besides a fascinating lesson in music history, works by Henry Cowell, Dane
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Rudhyar and Lou Harrison added up to an absorbing and diverse evening.

No mere appetizer, Cowell's "Sinfonietta" got things off to a bright, bristling start. Under the diligent baton of

assistant conductor James Feddeck, the prickly 1928 piece emerged in sparkling definition. Beneath its thorny

surface, the orchestra and Feddeck found rich veins of playfulness and lyricism.

The audience, by contrast, did the discovering in Rudhyar's "Out of the Darkness." Unfamiliar to literally every

listener present, the work, composed in 1982 by a man best known for his astrology, made a persuasive case,

progressing organically from heavy, ritualistic rumbling to a blaze of sonic glory.

Yet the standout by a wide margin was Harrison's 1974 Suite for Violin and String Orchestra, a transcription of a

work written for American gamelan.

Principal second violinist Stephen Rose was an magnetic champion, bringing to his performance boundless degrees

of lyricism, color and feeling. Listeners sat spellbound as the violinist led a tour of musical Asia complete with

bustling dances, soulful melodies, and heart-wrenching meditations.

Program Two was tougher to love. Focused on Minimalism, the evening entailed both the rapturous and the

monotonous.

First, the latter. In "The Sands," a concerto for string quartet, composer Terry Riley's inspiration seemed to run out

before the piece itself did. Next to the brilliant first movement, a frenzied depiction of chaos in Iraq upon U.S.

bombardment, performed with admirable gusto by the Calder Quartet, the rest of the piece came off as forced.

"Shaker Loops," on the other hand, was a non-stop thrill. Feddeck and the orchestra displayed a firm grasp on the

well-known score, keeping its ecstatic energy in check and easing restraints at just the right moments.

Still, the prize for sheer wildness -- not counting Friday's post-concert event, John Cage's "HPSCHD," 100-plus

minutes of mayhem involving digital tape, a video display, and 7 harpsichordists -- goes to James Tenney's "Clang."

Based on a single pitch and full of room for choice by individual players, the 1972 work sounded like a giant

wheezing accordion, 50 people engaged in a single psychotic episode.

An experience to remember, "Clang" was just one-sixth of an unforgettable series and an even smaller fraction of a

whole, eventful week. There was much to take in, but unlike the musicians in Haydn's orchestra, this listener can't

begin to complain.
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